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Elearning is
bringing access
to a wider
variety of subject
experts and
educational
experiences, as
well as offering
a variety of
learning styles to better suit varying
ages and abilities. In this issue we
look at elearning worldwide, plus
technologies from online games to
videconference.
Warm regards,

Catherine Dhanjal, Managing Editor
From time to time, MmIT offers space to
suppliers who are developing and marketing
products of potential interest to information
services. Neither the journal nor the MMIT
Group endorse any of the services covered
in these pages. Articles published reflect
the opinions of the authors and are not
necessarily those of the editorial board
or MMIT Group. While every reasonable
effort is made to ensure that the contents
of the articles, editorial and advertising are
accurate, no responsibility can be accepted
by the editorial board or MMIT Group for
errors, misrepresentations or any resulting
effects. Acceptance of an advertisement does
not imply endorsement of the advertiser’s
product(s) by the editorial board or MMIT.
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process is often frustrated by the
demands of both publishers and
the copyright regime.

QR codes in action

North London’s outdoor
digital bookshelf
Inspired by a Bucharest metro
project, London creative agency
Artefacto have launched Library
Wall: North London’s first digital
outdoor bookshelf, enabling
anyone walking by to scan a book
title and watch as it downloads
onto their smartphone or tablet.
Library Wall is a prototype
project by Artefacto celebrating
the role of public libraries in
providing open access to cultural
content in this brave, new eBook
and digital publishing world.
Although many public libraries
are already implementing
innovative models of providing
digital content for their users, this

Library Wall, in using works in
the Public Domain (i.e. out-ofcopyright) and utilising open
technologies such as epub and
QR-codes, negates the role of
these ‘gatekeepers’ and reminds
the public of the role public
libraries can play in enabling
access to our commonwealth
of culture.
Situated on a busy North
London street in Haringey, the
outdoor installation functions as a
digital bookshelf for all members
of the local community, as well as
those just passing by.
Curated in collaboration
with local residents, the digital
bookshelf has titles likely to appeal
to all ages, with Beatrix Potter’s
Jemima Puddle-Duck; Jane usten’s
Emma; and H. G. Wells The War of
the Worlds just some of the books

available as digital downloads.

Linking physical and digital
This linking of the physical with
the digital is an aspect which
Artefacto see as intrinsic to their
Library Wall idea.
“We’re interested in exploring
new and creative ways that books
and other cultural resources can
be shared in real, physical public
spaces” says Kate Lomax, Artefacto
co-founder.
“New mobile technologies allow
us to re-imagine the ways we
distribute and access information,
and we’ve really only started to
scratch the surface with what’s
possible as the technology
continues to develop.”

Creative community: Haringey
Commissioned by Haringey Arts,
Library Wall is the first in a series of
site-specific projects which focus
on Haringey’s creative economy
and regeneration plans, which
specifically involve Haringey’s
emerging 1,500 people creative
community that has transformed
former industrial warehouses into
vibrant spaces to live and work
together.
Haringey’s outdoor bookshelf is
just the first iteration of the Library
Wall project, with other Library
Walls set to appear in London and
beyond soon.
www.artefacto.org.uk
http://haringeyarts.co.uk/
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The conference runs from
September 11th-12th in
Sheffield, UK. Find out more at:
http://mmitblog.wordpress.
com/2014/09/10/final-conferenceprogramme-announced/

Liz McGettigan keynote: the
future is here!
The future has arrived with a
vengeance and with it has come
lots of questions not least for the
public — will we exist? What’s
next for us?
And for librarians? Where do
we go from here? How do we get
better at marketing and image?
How do we lead and deliver a
global vision and place where
libraries and information services
advance as key players at the heart
of society and learning?

Because the very name “public
library” is almost synonymous with
the book and print in the general
public’s eyes, this has put us in
real trouble! Many people cannot
see a future for us due to the
impact of digital, eBooks and new
technologies. We are often seen in
people’s minds as similar to Oxfam
bookshops. Why pay £10 in fines
at the library when you can get
two paperbacks for that in ASDA?
Over the years we haven’t used
the term “information services”
enough over the years which is
a huge part of our work and this
is why the news of our death has
been so greatly exaggerated.
We know we are about so much
more and, in actual fact, librarians
are often the most tech savvy
and innovative people I know.
However hands up! we have been
guilty of really poor marketing
and promotion often due to lack
of expertise or funding. We have
conferences for librarians when
we need conferences for the
other players in our
field — politicians,
media, social work
commissioners,
environmental
experts and planners
etc.
So what has saved
us so far? The public
whether they use us
or not see us as key
to civilisation and
an equal society.
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Many people have an innate
understanding of the role the
public library plays in a democratic
society, in local and family history,
community and literacy.
We must reinvent ourselves
and our offer and present a new
professional, digital and customer
focused offer to customers. The
new offer must be a combination
of excellence in social, physical
and digital and create spaces in
both areas for people to enjoy and
learn.
Many library and information
services are already doing this
and have delivered a great digital
and physical offer but there
are not enough of us. We must
challenge the image we have and
create a new one that retains the
wonderful values and ethics of the
“public library”
These questions and more What is this new offer of physical
and digital and social in perfect
harmony going to look like
anyway? Augmented Reality, apps,
3D printing, bookless libraries?
How are we using it all? Let’s
take a look at some exciting ways
it’s already being and about to
be used and possible answers to
some of our questions and see if
using innovation, cutting edge
technologies is our answer.
Liz is director of digital at SOLUS UK.
Contact her on Twitter
@lizmcgettigan

Richard Ranft keynote: finding
sounds in the British Library
Sound
recordings
are a vital
and vibrant
record of
our culture,
events,
scientific
and artistic
achievements. They powerfully
capture the present and recreate
past events: artistic creativity
in recorded performances, the
varieties of languages, opinions
and attitudes, key moments
in our lives, significant events
in radio broadcasts and the
sounds around us. And digital
technologies have brought about
great improvements in enabling
access to this recorded sound
heritage. Yet finding recordings
still presents a considerable
challenge. In a visually-oriented
world of search, sound recordings
are opaque, while studying and
comparing them can be very time
consuming.
It would take over a hundred
years of non-stop listening
for a researcher to hear all the
speech, music and environmental
recordings that are stored at the
British Library. So what is the best
way to find a particular recording
— to discover one particular stage
performance of Hamlet among

many dozens? The solution is
expected to use a combination
of human and machine-driven
enrichment and visualisation tools.
Richard is head of sound and vision
at the British Library.
Contact him on Twitter @
soundarchive

Graham McElearney keynote:
iTunesU, making learning global
Apple launched iTunes U in 2005
and in the intervening time it has
become one of the largest open
access repositories of freely
available educational materials.
Last year The University of
Sheffield decided to get itself
represented on this truly global
platform.
In this session, iTunes U
manager for the University
Graham McElearney, presents
the work the university has
done and the rationale behind
it. In doing so he will outline the
process involved in developing
this presence, the kinds of
considerations needed to set it up,
and will invite you to consider how
you might use such a platform to
present your work and that of your
institution.
Graham is iTunes U manager for the
University of Sheffield.
Contact him on Twitter @
GrahamMacca
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MMIT Group Annual
Conference 2014: Sight and
Sound in Libraries

BFI news
into something much deeper –
but can their passion survive the
terrible consequences of the war?

All images: ©BFI NB. Permission granted solely for reproduction in direct publicity or promotion of the BFI release of A Farewell to Arms. Use in any other product or
service is prohibited.

A Farewell to Arms

A hugely popular film when
it was first released in 1932, A
Farewell to Arms was nominated
for four Oscars, winning Best
Cinematography (Charles Lang)
and Best Sound (Franklin Hansen
and Harold Lewis).

Based on the best-selling novel
by Ernest Hemingway, Frank
Borzage’s Oscar-winning film
adaptation of the tragic Great
War romance has been newly
restored by Lobster Films. It will
be made available on Blu-ray for
the first time in the UK, released
by the BFI in a Dual Format Edition
(containing both Blu-ray and DVD
discs), on 22 September 2014.
An impossibly handsome Gary
Cooper stars as the somewhat
cynical Lieutenant Frederic Henry,
an American enlisted in the Italian
army to drive ambulances during
the war. Through his doctor friend,
Rinaldi (Adolphe Menjou), he
meets Catherine Barkley (Helen
Hayes), an English nurse whose
fiancé was killed at the Somme.
What starts as a flirtatious and
casual encounter soon develops

Special features:
•
Presented in both High
Definition and Standard
Definition
•
Alternative ending (1932, 5
mins): the ending shot for US
audiences
•
War Scenes in Italy (1915, 1
min): newsreel footage of
crowds gathering in Rome to
hear the announcement of
Italy’s entry into the war
•
Austrian Prisoners in a
Concentration Camp (1916, 3
mins): footage of prisoners of
war in Italy in 1916
•
The Latest Crime of the Sinister
Hun (1918, 2 mins): newsreel
footage of the burial of nurses
and wounded soldiers killed
in an air raid
•
Frank Borzage Talks to Cecil B.
DeMille (1937, 3 mins, audio):
an interview from the Lux
Radio Theater production of A
Farewell to Arms
•
Illustrated booklet featuring
essays by Geoff Andrew,
Adrian Wootton and
Kent Jones.
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RRP: £19.99
Cat. no. BFIB1196 /Cert PG/USA/1932
/B&W/English language, with
optional hard-of-hearing subtitles/
Optional audio description track/
85 minutes/
www.bfi.org.uk/shop
Video trailer:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=KT1RIe
g5WL0&index=4&list=PLXvkgGofjDz
him7uIYC5iOjr0Wg606m_k
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Well-remembered for its
unsettling depiction of a society
in meltdown, the ten-part BBC
series The Changes, first broadcast
in 1975, gets its long-overdue
DVD release courtesy of the BFI
on 25 August 2014 as part of BFI
SCI-FI: Days of Fear and Wonder,
a nationwide celebration of
Sci-Fi film and television. Made
with a young audience in mind,
this trailblazing series dared to
explore complex and controversial
themes, setting a standard that
has rarely been matched since.
When a strange noise is emitted
from machinery and electricity
pylons, previously placid and
easy-going folk turn violently
against the technology that
surrounds them — ruthlessly
attacking radios, TVs and other
domestic appliances. In the

devastating aftermath, young
Nicky Gore (Victoria Williams) is
separated from her parents and
finds a surrogate home with a
group of Sikhs. But they soon are
dubbed “The Devil’s Children”
by superstitious locals and
Nicky is accused of sorcery by a
witchfinder. In grave danger, she
is forced to find a way to escape,
find her parents and uncover what
caused the world to become so
unbalanced.
This highly acclaimed series was
adapted from Peter Dickinson’s
best-selling trilogy of novels
(The Weathermonger, Heartsease
and The Devil’s Children) by Anna
Home (who would later become
chief executive of the Children’s
Film and Television Foundation),
and features music by the BBC
Radiophonic Workshop’s Paddy
Kingsland (The Boy from Space, The
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy,
Doctor Who).
The Changes paved the way for
the likes of Survivors and Day of
the Triffids and its gritty depiction
of a near-apocalyptic world, and
its integration of Sikh characters
make it as progressive and
fascinating now as it was when it
was first broadcast.

•
•

Stills gallery
Extensive illustrated booklet
with essays by Peter Wright,
Michael Bonner, Paddy
Kingsland, Lisa Kerrigan,
Kathleen Luckey and Rebecca
Vick

RRP: £24.99
Cat. no. BFIV2002/Cert PG
UK/1975/Colour/
English language, with optional
hard-of-hearing subtitles
246 minutes

www.bfi.org.uk/shop
Video trailer: http://explore.bfi.org.
uk/53c7acb8a3446
Sci-Fi: Days of Fear and Wonder will
be a three month celebration of film
and television’s original blockbuster
genre. It will include a three-month
programme at BFI Southbank, from
20 October until 31 December 2014,
and very special events, guests
and screenings right across the UK.
Classic Sci-Fi titles will be released

into UK cinemas and on DVD and
Blu-ray. There will be an extensive
education programme, 50+ films
available online through BFI Player,
a BFI Sci-Fi Compendium, nine new
BFI Film Classics published with
Palgrave Macmillan, exciting new
partnerships, special guests and
commentators, all of which will
celebrate cinema’s most spectacular
and visionary genre, exploring how
the fear and wonder at its heart
continues to inspire and enthral.
www.bfi.org.uk/sci-fi

All images: ©BFI NB. Permission granted solely for reproduction in direct publicity or promotion of the BFI release of The Changes. Use in any other product or service is
prohibited.

Sci-Fi: The Changes

Special features:
•
At Home in Britain (1983): a
short COI film exploring the
everyday lives and different
faiths of Asian residents living
in Britain
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Review of Kingsoft Office Suite
Professional 2013

Many users of office suite software wish they
could acquire it at a less-inflated price than
usual. Individual and small business users are
amongst them and will often declare that
they simply cannot afford MS Office, but also
that the package contains more than they
might ever need.
MS Access and MS Publisher are the two
packages which most users don’t need in the
large MS Office package, the majority of
users finding that a word processor, a
spreadsheet and a presentation package will
cover their essentials.
It is true too that for many purposes,
a spreadsheet will provide a more than
adequate database; I used Excel effectively
for years, to provide a database in which an
extremely varied inventory was stored and
managed.

Free or Pro?

Image: © Dawn Hudson | Dreamstime Stock Photos

Stop Press
Kingsoft Office now has a new name,
new brand and new website:
www.wps.com

Kingsoft Office Suite Professional offers
precisely those three, principal functions in
a package which may be freely downloaded
or purchased cheaply in the event that
the additional function of macro support
is required, the only noteworthy feature

missing from the free version.
The free version can open documents
saved in the MS Office 2007/2010 (docx, xlsx,
pptx) formats, but cannot save in them.
There are a few other differences between
free and pro versions, but they are not so
significant; there is a multi-tabbed, ribbonlike interface in both versions, but the free
suite insults you with pop-ups. So while you
are working, stay off-line.

How does it fare against Microsoft?
This office suite is wide-ranging in the
functions provided by its three, distinct
components each of which seem highly
efficient.
Although quite complex in its diversity, the
package is extremely user-friendly and can
safely be described as offering reasonably
priced, excellent compatibility with Microsoft
Office. This is important because many users
will be migrants from MS and although some
of that content will be absent, Kingsoft offers
a highly productive package which can
match MS in most respects.
The presentations package, for example,
Kingsoft Presentation, enables the

production of slides which include all the
usual elements of a PowerPoint presentation,
with customisable and editable text,
hyperlinks and images, all supported by Flash
files, video and accompanying music.
Speaker notes and transitions can be
added and a wide range of file formats is
available for saving as you need.
The same principles of inclusiveness
apply throughout the package along with
the notion of compatibility, a vital feature
in any MS Office alternative. It provides the
possibility of workflow that is smoothly
incorporated with that of others tied into the
Microsoft program.

Other alternatives to Microsoft
Kingsoft Office Suite is not the only
alternative to MS Office; both Libre Office and
Open Office have been well-established for
some time and are reasonably comparable
one to the other, but both are looking a little
tarnished.

Open Office vs Kingsoft Office
A comparison between Open Office 4.0 and
Kingsoft Office Free 2013 will give a

We are now working on a review of the
latest version of the software,
WPS Office Free 2014,
more details here:
www.wps.com/office-for-windows/
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fair representation of the state of the art
and highlight some of the advantages of
the latter.
Both packages support Windows from
Win XP up through Win 8 and include word
processing, spreadsheet and presentation
software, but OpenOffice also has a database,
drawing and math facilities. Both are
freeware and include various languages.
Suite needs about 46MB space while
OpenOffice is about 3x this size.
Other differences are best outlined by
listing advantages in each, other than those
already mentioned.
Office Suite includes switchable skins,

Multimedia Information & Technology Volume 40 Number 3

a tabbed interface, paragraph and table
layout and adjustment tools, watermark tool,
outline view, 1 million columns and rows in
spreadsheets, an online user manual and
email.
OpenOffice, on the other hand, offers
macros, grammar checking and a thesaurus,
with a help facility in the program. It does
not, however, handle Windows 2007/2010 file
formats.

Conclusion: Kingsoft Office Suite
There are aspects of the interface of Office
Suite that could lead you to think that you
were actually using MS Office, so alike are

they, so this of course makes the switch for
migrants that much simpler. There is virtually
no learning curve.
Should you be intent on maximum savings
and are acquiring the free version, you can do
so from a number of websites including:
www.kingsoftstore.co.uk/kingsoft-officefreeware.html
or
http://download.cnet.com/Kingsoft-OfficeFree-2013/3000-18483_4-75563178.html.
Should you be looking for the paid PRO
version this will cost you around £47 at
www.kingsoftstore.co.uk/professional-officesuite.html.
Volume licences may also be purchased
and will give you a reduction on the base
price for each machine covered.

a busy office environment & at little or no cost.
Minimum system requirements:
CPU: Pentium II 266 MHz or higher
Memory: at least 128 MB
Hard drive: at least 200 MB available space
Operating System: Windows 2000, Windows XP,
Windows Vista (32 bit, 64 bit), Windows 7 (32
bit, 64 bit) or Windows 8 (32 bit, 64 bit)
Recommended Configurations:
CPU: Pentium III 450 MHz or higher
Memory: 256 MB or larger
Hard drive: 250 MB available

Ken Cheetham,
Student Services,
Cardiff Metropolitan
University

Kingsoft Office Suite is a highly developed
program that should fulfil most of the needs of
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Metrics for Quantitative
Web Research

There’s been increasing levels of discussion
around metrics and analytics data and how
this can inform changing library services
and Web Metrics for Library and Information
Professionals by David Stuart is a welcome UK
contribution to the topic.
Dr David Stuart is a research fellow
at the Centre for e-Research (CERCH) at
King’s College London and has previously
written about information management,

webometrics and social media analysis
(among other topics).
This book demonstrates ways that metrics
can be used for quantitative web research
but also includes introductory theory about
how and why we use metrics.

Theory and tools
The amount of quantitative data available to
us is both rapidly increasing and constantly

changing so the ways we collect and analyse
this data also needs to adapt.
Web Metrics for Library and Information
Professionals provides an extensive overview
of the theory as well as the tools and
methods available for those looking to
increase their knowledge in this area.
It’s encouraging that open source and
freely available tools are emphasised where
possible.

Research applications
This book is very much focused on research
applications of web metrics and webometrics
and bibliometrics form a substantial part
of the content. It covers both evaluative
and relational metrics (whereby evaluative
metrics are used to analysis usage and
impact and relational metrics focus on
networks and connections).

an extensive overview of the theory, tools &
methods available in the web metrics field

Multimedia Information & Technology Volume 40 Number 3

Interrogating social media
Traffic measuring tools such as Google Trends
and Alexa (the accuracy of which has been
much debated elsewhere) are included but
it’s the coverage of social media tools that I
found particularly interesting.
Resources for accessing and evaluating
data from Twitter, Facebook and YouTube are
explored as well as approaches to relational
social media metrics (including sentiment
and network analysis) with tools such as
NodeXL, Gephi and Webometric Analyst.
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By Stuart, David
London, UK: Facet Publishing, 2014.
ISBN: 978-1-85604-874-3
Price: £49.95. Cilip members benefit from a
20 percent discount.

Particular ways of evaluating the impact of
content on blogs, websites, wikis and social
media are demonstrated, as well as the ways
in which link analysis has changed over time.

reviews
Discussing bibliometrics
The field of bibliometrics has also undergone
significant change. As books, journals and
other publications have increasingly become
web-based, how we measure use of this
content also needs to evolve. The discussion
of the difficulty faced in measuring the

impact of research is particularly persuasive
and something newer altmetrics tools (such
as ImpactStory) seek to address.
Future developments such as the growing
impact of semantic web standards are also
included and this section provides a clear
introduction to linked data formats and some

associated technologies that are likely to play
an increasing role.

Web analytics vs web metrics
The author marks a clear distinction between
‘web analytics’ and ‘web metrics’ and the
focus of the book is predominantly (and

purposefully) on metrics provided as a
service rather than the use of metrics to
define and refine library services themselves.
This is a guide for those in the information
sector to broaden their skills as we continue
to shift towards a ‘web of data’. And while this
certainly doesn’t mean that the information
and resources within won’t be useful to those
looking more at internal metrics, it is slightly
at odds with the summary on the book jacket
so is something to keep in mind.

Content impact evaluation

Image: © Clarita | Dreamstime Stock Photos

The book’s strengths are really in the theory
of relational metrics and content impact
evaluation but it’s a shame that more space
wasn’t dedicated throughout the book to
how this might fit with the changing role of
the library and information professional.
Web Metrics for Library and Information
Professionals is a comprehensive introduction
to both metrics and webometrics but lands
very much on the webometrics side of
the fence. For this reason, it’s most likely
to appeal most to those with research
responsibilities or interested in developing
web-based research skills.
Whether you are coming from a
research background or in a non-research
librarian role, Web Metrics for Library and
Information Professionals will provide a useful
introduction to the tools as well as the theory
of quantitative web research.

Kate Lomax
Web developer,
technologist and
co-founder of Artefacto
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elearning: research worldwide

features

Trends and challenges in elearning, from China to Europe
Bob Little, writer and
commentator on online learning
technologies, explains how
a recent report on Europe’s
and China’s elearning markets
identified key trends... but
every trend produces its own
challenges
Introduction

Image: ID 43066272 © Iqoncept | Dreamstime.com

Currently worth over £560m a
year, the UK online learning technologies market is still
— by a small margin — the largest single online learning
technologies market in Europe, according to recent research
by market analysts Learning Light, an organisation which also
helps organisations improve their business performance via
elearning and learning technologies.
Learning Light’s latest report, called A Review of the
Elearning Markets of the UK, EU and China 2014, sets out the
size and state of the online learning technologies markets in
20 European countries, including the UK, as well as examining
the market for online learning technologies in China. This
report updates similar market analyses published by Learning
Light in 2007 and 2009 — although the 2014 report is the first
one to study the Chinese market.

Technology drop outs
The Learning Light report states that, in terms of trends in
this market, from 2010 to 2014, issues dropping out of the
‘mainstream’ are:
•
Eportfolios
•
Learning wikis (other than Wikipedia)
•
CD-ROM-based content
•
DVD-based content.

Mainstream technologies
Firmly established as ‘mainstream’ since 2010 are:

Multimedia Information & Technology Volume 40 Number 3

•
•
•
•

Webinars
Rapid elearning
LMS
Video.

Technology on the up
Becoming ‘mainstream’ within learning and development
(L&D) are:
•
Gamification
•
Multi-device learning (m-learning)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Responsive web design and learning apps (as well as
HTML5)
Build your own device (BYOD)
Virtual classrooms
Cloud-based learning
LCMS
Social learning and curation.

Rising technology stars

Image: © Ivan Chuyev | Dreamstime Stock Photos

Beyond 2014, the report’s authors advise watching out for the
growth of:
•
Adaptive learning platforms
•
Learning-as-a-service (LaaS)
•
Increasingly smart assessment
•
Reconfigurable learning via reusable and
interchangeable ‘gadgets’

•
•
•
•
•
•

Bring your own content (BYOC)
MOOCs
VOOCs (and, possibly, some other derivatives of this
trend, such as SPOCs)
Analytics and learning record stores (LRS)
Open Badges, along with the increasing influence of
‘big data’
Tin Can Experience API (xAPI).

Other innovations
They add that other innovations will increasingly be used for
learning in ways that have yet to be fully defined, such as:
•
Google glasses and other ‘wearables’ (see our article on
wearables in Vol 40, No 2)
•
Virtual reality and augmented reality technologies
•
IP-TVs and other consumer electronic devices.

features

In support of these findings, the report sets out the results
of over 90 semi-structured, qualitative interviews with UKbased HR and L&D executives. These people, operating in
industries including retail, construction, professional services,
banking and finance, leisure and catering, local authorities
and media organisations, are principally commissioners,
buyers and/or users of online learning materials.

Key themes
Among the key themes emerging from this research is the
continuing — and growing — influence of video, especially
in mobile learning and, increasingly, in the context of
gamification.
One of the report’s authors,
Gillian Broadhead, now a
director of Learning Light, but
with many years’ experience
as an L&D practitioner
working for large corporates,
including BT, commented:
“Those who’re designing
learning have a tougher time
these days because learners
are increasingly demanding
when it comes to learning
materials. They see the
sophisticated and attractive
graphics on such things as
Xbox games — and, after
that, they’re not interested in merely text-based elearning.”

Gillian Broadhead: “learners are increasingly demanding when it
comes to learning materials... “
This is leading instructional designers to introduce
increasingly sophisticated video and gamification into their
online learning materials which, given learners’ preferences,
must be made available via a variety of delivery media,
including various mobile delivery methods.
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This provides a challenge not only for the instructional
designers and developers of the learning materials but also
for LMS and LCMS providers, whose systems have to cope
with the demands posed by delivering the learning materials
as well as with collecting data from the variety of delivery
methods learners may be using to pursue their studies.
In recent months, LMS and LCMS providers have been
responding to this challenge by including social learning
functionality and gamification in the latest versions of their
software.

Getting into gaming
“We’re addressing the growing concern among L&D
departments around the world
for both a larger quantity and
quality of social learning —
which can result in higher levels
of worker engagement,” said
Claudio Erba, CEO of Docebo,
whose software as a service
(SaaS) LMS is consistently
ranked among the world’s Top
10 LMSs by the independent,
internationally-known, corporate online learning industry
analyst, Craig Weiss.

Claudio Erba: ‘use social widgets in online courses... fully interactive
courses make learning more effective... “
“One way to build engaging, enjoyable online courses is
to design an interactive course with advanced gamification
features; while another way is to deliver a course online
within a social learning environment,” he added. “If you want
to build engaging, enjoyable and effective online courses,
you have to know about — and use — social widgets. The
Docebo LMS’s social widgets allow trainers to design fully
interactive courses which, in turn, makes learning more
effective — and humanises workplace learning, facilitating
the transfer and application of knowledge to the workplace.”

Multimedia Information & Technology Volume 40 Number 3

“The idea behind gamification is that, if you can help your
employees to enjoy what they do, then you should reap
rewards in terms of employee motivation and productivity,”
explained Josh Squires, the Docebo’s chief operating officer
in EMEA.
Alessio Artuffo, Docebo’s chief operating officer in North
America, added: “You implement gamification by running
competitions against your performance objectives, learning
goals or key performance indicators (KPIs); making sure you
set the pace of competition and ensuring the top performers
are displayed on a leader board. It’s also important that you
reward your participants — even the ones who’re struggling
in comparison with the others.”
This process of adding
motivational elements within a
learning framework or system
to increase user engagement
is based on game theory and
game mechanics. While it takes a
systematic approach to rewards
and recognition programs, it adds
a human incentive layer and helps
motivate learners to learn.

Alessio Artuffo: “It’s important to reward your participants, even the
ones who are struggling in comparison with the others...”

LCMS for new publishing world
Carson-Dellosa Publishing, the leading supplementary
educational solutions provider for both teachers and parents
in the USA, has chosen eXact learning solutions’ LCMS as the
foundation of its digital content infrastructure, providing
digital asset management and educational content authoring
and deployment.

“Our goal is to create a great educational experience
for our users within the ecosystem of their choosing (be
it print or digital) and personalise that experience as
ecosystems - such as mobile app and eBook platforms evolve,” said Steve Griffin, Carson-Dellosa’s chief technology
and digital officer.
“The LCMS is flexible, enterprise-scalable and able to be
integrated with other systems via powerful application
programming interfaces (API). It supports content reuse
and is customisable without creating costly system upgrade
dependencies. Particularly noteworthy is its ability to
change the authoring environment to create highly efficient
authoring processes for custom types of print and digital
products.”
For further information, visit: www.exact-learning.com/
en/our-clients/case-studies/exact-lcms-case-studies/carsondellosa

Image: © Jackie Egginton | Dreamstime Stock Photos

Challenges of demanding learners
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“Gamification can be a powerful tool within your learning
and development arsenal,” said Docebo’s Josh Squires,
“but, initially, you need to gather data, talk to experts and
begin with some pilot projects to see what works for your
work culture. Nonetheless, identifying learning and skills
development strategies that are easy to relate to within a
technologically familiar environment is paramount for a
successful HR or L&D department.”
The Learning Light report is available from:
www.e-learningcentre.co.uk/product/review-e-learningmarkets-uk-eu-china-2014/ Price £1,200 + VAT
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Video boosts curriculum choices in Irish secondary schools
Edward McEvoy, CEO at Offaly Vocational Education
Committee, explains how video collaboration
technology brings new subjects and languages to rural
schools in Ireland
Organisation
County Offaly VEC (Vocational Education Committee) is the
local education authority for Offaly County in the country of
Ireland. Located in the Irish Midlands, one hour from Dublin,
it is responsible for five secondary schools and is the largest
provider of adult education in the county.

Challenge

need it could be hugely beneficial to students in their last
crucial year before university”.
One final hurdle the school faced was connectivity. Many
of Offaly VEC’s schools had trouble accessing high-speed
Internet due to their geographical location. Fortunately,
County Offaly was one of the earliest recipients of the Irish
Government’s National Broadband scheme, which aims to
deliver 100MB broadband to all secondary schools. Now that
the school system was equipped with high-speed Internet
connections, they just needed a technology solution to bring
specialised teachers into the classroom.

ConnectEd
Last year, Offaly VEC introduced Lifesize Team 220 HD video
conferencing units with twin cameras into every school in
the county. A unit was also installed which is shared between
the Administrative Head Office and the Tullamore Adult and
Further Education Centre. The project, called ConnectEd,
was launched at Tullamore College by the Irish Minister for
Education and Skills, Ruairi Quinn.
ConnectEd incorporates two initiatives. The first strand,
‘Beyond the Walls,’ takes advantage of the fact that
specialised subjects became economically viable when taught
via video. A specialist teacher in one school can broadcast a

Offaly VEC has five secondary schools and four Adult
Education Centres spread across a large geographical area.
The distant location and small size of the rural schools gives
rise to challenges when it comes to the provision and breadth
of curricular choices.
For example, in Ireland it is a recognised advantage if
secondary school students who are seeking physics and
computing degrees at university take ‘Applied Mathematics’
in their senior year. Though the subject, a mix of physics and
advanced mathematics, is not part of the core curriculum, it
does put students at a distinct advantage if it is their chosen
academic path in college. Unfortunately, the subject only
interests a small number of students so many schools cannot
afford to provide such classes.

studying Applied Mathematics puts secondary school students
seeking physics and computing degrees at a distinct advantage
“We saw these challenges as a great opportunity”,
explained Edward McEvoy, CEO at Offaly VEC. “There was an
excellent case for certain subjects, such as applied maths,
but we didn’t have resources to provide them to just a small
number of students. We knew if we could address this specific
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lesson, such as Applied Mathematics, to five other schools in
real time. This means that students can still ask questions and
interact like they would in a normal classroom.
“Suddenly we can offer our students a much wider variety
of subjects which will give them a vital advantage before

heading off to university,” said McEvoy.
“It is a major boost to rural schools who previously
could only offer a limited choice of course options. This is
particularly important in the science area where students
would often only have the choice of doing one science

features

option at senior level.”

Across the Globe
The second initiative, ‘Across the Globe,’ links Lifesize HD
video conferencing systems in local schools with partner
locations across the world.
For example, Árdscoil Chiaráin Naofa in Clara, Co. Offaly
linked up with Ware County High School in Georgia through
the VEC’s relationship with Georgia Tech University.
One of the first joint science projects between the schools
was based on local geography. Offaly is in a bog area while
its partner in Georgia, more than 6,000 kilometers away, was
based in a swamp area. The students presented their research
on the ecologies of their local areas over Lifesize collaboration
technology.

Image: © Mihail Orlov | Dreamstime Stock Photos. Foggy Morning On Tulchinskom Lake.

one of the first joint science projects between schools in Offaly and
Georgia was based on local geography
“The aim was to compare and contrast the differences
between the two areas, but interestingly they found that
the ecologies of the bog and the swamp were actually very
similar,” added McEvoy. “The one major difference was that
there were no predators living in the Offaly bog, whereas
alligators lurked in the Georgia swamp.”
“We are committed to encouraging a love of science,
and this platform offers the students an incredible way to
engage with subjects and with other students from different
countries and different cultures.”

Video conferencing options
The video conferencing solutions were initially set up with the
help of significant sponsorship from benefactors including
Lifesize and Network & Infrastructure Support Limited (NIS
Ltd). NIS worked with County Offaly VEC, helping support its
IT implementation.
“We’d done trials with a number of different video
conferencing options, but Lifesize was the clear favourite. It
also came in at a reasonable price point, as well,” explained
Gerry Buckley, CEO of NIS Ltd.
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whilst the steps they have already taken are significant, Offaly is only
at the beginning of its video journey
Results
Students that previously had no access to applied
mathematics are now studying it twice a week. Additionally,
classes in rural Ireland are having regular face-to-face
interaction with a school in the United States. The school’s
faculty couldn’t be happier with the technology and the
advantages it has afforded the students.
“Everybody was so excited about the project, but to make it
a reality and encourage involvement from staff, it needed to
work without glitches,” said McEvoy.
“Thanks to the quality of equipment from Lifesize and the
help from NIS we have had no issues whatsoever. Students
and staff are absolutely delighted with it.”
Access to university in Ireland is done through a points
system. For students with a talent for science and math,
Offaly’s ability to offer Applied Mathematics will enable them
to gain more points. This will be crucial in helping them to get
in their course of choice at university.

Georgia and Offaly will see the children design telepresence
robots that the other class will be able to operate remotely.
There is also a much larger expansion of the network
planned, with more partnership schools in Germany and
France. The hope is that the video conferencing systems will
get used even more often, for instance, adult students being
able to take Third Level courses on an outreach basis. There
is also the ability to record classes, which means that even if
students miss a class they can catch up.
Additionally, there is a plan to increase the number of
specialised subjects that are available in rural areas and the
schools will be holding extra tutoring classes before exams,
through the video conferencing system.

Increasing opportunities through video
There can be many motives for introducing new technology
but for Edward McEvoy and Offaly VEC it is clear that
providing the very best educational facilities to students is
the only one that matters.
“For us, it is about opportunities. The ConnectEd Video
Conferencing Project offers huge opportunities for our
schools, our students and our teachers,” he concluded. “I
am deeply committed to the promotion of science and
languages, and video conferencing has given us a great tool
to stimulate an interest in these subjects and give students a
fuller, more rounded education.”
www.lifesize.com

Image: Horseriding at Annaharvey Farm, Tullamore, Co. Offaly © Sinéad McCarthy for Fáilte Ireland

“We’ve had excellent interaction with Lifesize throughout
the process, which I believe has been the key to the project’s
success.”
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Improving language abilities
One Offaly school, Tullamore College, has also teamed
up with a partner school Georgius Agricola Gymnasium
Chemnitz in Germany, with students having regular face-toface contact with their German counterparts, enabling both
sets of students to practise their foreign language skills.
This programme has really taken off, with a visit from staff
from Chemnitz to Tullamore College. The two schools have
arranged an exchange of students next year.

Further projects in the pipeline
While the steps they have already taken are significant,
Offaly is only at the beginning of its video journey. There are
big plans for the future. The next science project between
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How neuroscience has fuelled games-based online learning
How do you help teachers
support children in classrooms
as disparate as those in a famous
private school in Scotland
to those in a small outpost
school on the tip of Alaska?
In this digital age, it is easier
than you think. Wayne Holmes
PhD (Oxon) FRSA describes
how he drew on research from
neuroscience, psychology
and education to help found zondle, an innovative
educational web and mobile platform which is being
used by teachers and students around the world
The question of how best to support children’s learning has
been the subject of much research over more than a hundred
years, and while cognitive scientists and educators have a
good understanding of the most effective techniques (Hattie
2013), far too few of those techniques achieve their potential
in the typical classroom.
Of particular concern are the needs of children who
leave school without foundational skills in reading and
mathematics. For example, in the UK, as many as 20 percent
of children in primary schools are more than two years behind
their peers in mathematics (National Audit Office 2008).
Children who experience such difficulties later on achieve
few GCSE examination passes, leave full-time education early,
have low life-time earnings, and all too frequently serve time
in prison (Foresight Mental Capital and Wellbeing Project
2008).

Supporting foundational skills
It was for these reasons that the question of how such
children might be supported became the focus of a doctoral
research study at the University of Oxford. When the research

Multimedia Information & Technology Volume 40 Number 3
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targeting children to prevent them leaving school without
foundational skills in reading and mathematics
was first conceived, there were already many interventions
designed to support children low-attaining in mathematics.

However, because of the children’s specific experiences or
needs, none of these interventions were suitable for all such
children, and it was clear that an alternative approach was
necessary (Cohen Kadosh et al. 2013).
The light-bulb moment was the realisation that one such
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alternative might involve digital games (Räsänen et al. 2009),
which are widely acknowledged to be highly motivating
(Iacovides et al. 2011), are frequently claimed to be effective
vehicles for learning (Gee 2004), and have been identified as
being especially appropriate for children who have learning
difficulties (Sanger et al. 1997).

Games-based learning
The study adopted a design-based research approach
(Design-Based Research Collective 2003). This involved the
iterative design and research in schools of a prototype digital
game for children who are low-attaining in mathematics, that
built upon an effective numeracy intervention (Holmes &
Dowker 2013), learning theory and the cognitive sciences.

using zondle’s games-based approach, students can save bunnies
from quicksand, smash through a crystal maze or design pizzas

The technology
At its technical core, zondle comprises two cloud-based
databases and the unique ‘zondle interpreter.’
The first database stores a range of educational content
(questions and reference materials) in any of a wide variety of
formats (such as multiple choice, cloze procedure, label the
picture, and type the translation).
Teachers create questions to match exactly the needs of
their particular students (depending on the curriculum and
the students’ academic capabilities), or choose, customize
or mash together any of the 2,000,000+ questions already
created and shared by other zondle users (a crowdsourced
approach to games-based learning unique to zondle), and
then set those questions to their students.
The zondle interpreter combines those questions with
more than 60 animated games (from the second database),
allowing the students to answer the questions, consolidate
what they’ve learned in class, in any game of their choosing:
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either saving bunnies from the quicksand, smashing through
a crystal maze, or designing pizzas.
Students can play on the website or an Internet enabled
mobile device (iOS and Android), on the way to school in
preparation for that day’s classroom test and can swap
between their favourites. This approach helps students to
build towards automaticity of the learning content, while
maximising engagement and giving them a sense of learning
ownership.
The same questions can also be used in zondle’s two
games-based teaching tools, which are delivered on an
interactive whiteboard or by projector, ‘zondle Team Play’
and ‘zondle Challenge’, both of which prioritise engagement,
dialogue and learning.

digital games are highly motivating and frequently claimed to be
effective vehicles for learning

Image: © Mihail Orlov | Dreamstime Stock Photos

A key outcome was the observation that games-based
learning is most effective when it both supports individual
learning and stimulates and mediates dialogue-based
collaborative learning.
A second outcome was the idea for an innovative web
and mobile platform that would enable teachers to create,
use and share games to support their students’ learning.
Developed in collaboration with a software developer in the
Highlands of Scotland and a former educational publisher in
London, the result was zondle.

The birth of zondle
Zondle is a unique web and mobile platform that enables
teachers and students to create, play and share games to
enhance teaching, learning and assessment. It is grounded
in education and neuroscience research and is fully
customisable to meet specific learning needs.
It enables teachers to create games to match exactly their
teaching aims (any subject, any level, any language) and their
students’ learning needs (to consolidate classroom learning,
for formative or summative assessment, or to prepare for
high-stakes tests and examinations).
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Neuroscience
Games-based learning has traditionally been grounded in
anecdotal evidence and has prioritised being fun, cuttingedge and exciting, over learning and addressing the needs
of real classrooms (Connolly et al. 2012). Zondle challenges
this by grounding its approach in high quality educational,
psychological and neuroscience research.
An example of how neuroscience has informed the
zondle approach is the use of ‘uncertain rewards.’ Unlike
conventional teaching practice, which usually prioritises
consistent rewards, when a student answers a question

correctly in a zondle game they are only sometimes
rewarded with gameplay. This unique approach is based on
neuroscience research which shows that uncertain rewards
increase the flow of dopamine between synapses in the
brain, helping encode information into long-term memory for
automatic recall.
This approach also allows teachers to take advantage of
the distributed over-learning approach to learning, a key
psychological construct that has been extensively researched.
By enabling students to choose which game they’d like
to play, they are happy to work repeatedly with the same
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educational content until they achieve the automaticity
needed to support higher-level thinking.

Millions of questions and games
The zondle database of educational content now includes
more than two million questions, created by teachers and
students worldwide, in more than 40 languages (including
those that go from right to left).
Subjects range from languages to science, from sociology
to business studies, as well as library-specific topics such
as: Basic Library Orientation; Dewey Decimal Classification;
Library Procedures and Research Resources.

games and other functionality can be accessed at any time of night
or day, anywhere in the world

Image: ©ID 13032791 © Alevtina Guzova | Dreamstime.com

Currently, students play around half a million games each
month, and have answered more than 130 million questions,
each of which is logged in their grade book, enabling
teachers to check what they have achieved.
Other features include a game development tool,
behaviour rewards, leaderboards, badges, progress
monitoring, certificates, and an interface for younger users,
plus several mobile apps.
All this content and functionality is implemented online
via robust and flexible cloud hosting, which means the
games and other functionality can be accessed at any
time of the night or day, anywhere in the world. Teachers
and students in more than 100 countries across the globe
are increasingly embedding zondle into their school day:
teaching using zondle Team Play, setting questions for the
students to play for homework, awarding badges, zollars and
behaviour rewards, and setting the questions as summative
assessments.
Meanwhile, the zondle platform functionality is growing
rapidly, supporting an increasingly wide range of educational
resources, enabling it to become a key online destination for
all things education.
www.zondle.com
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Introduction

exhibition (Griffiths, 2007).
In the early part of the twentieth century, audio/visual
material became part of museum collections, as recordings
became more numerous and cinema/film-making began to
be recognised as an art form in itself.
Much of this fell under the museum mission to collect

and preserve, rather than being part of the exhibition space
but media as an “object” crept into galleries, and ultimately
short films were commissioned to illustrate particular themes
within the display.
By 1930, the Dramagraph had been developed. This was
a projector in a metal box that ran a continuous loop of film
mounted onto steel tape for durability (Griffiths, 2007).

Developing distinct media forms
As well as adapting media technologies for their purposes,

Image: © Olgavolodina | Dreamstime.com - Boy In Moscow Planetarium Urania Museum, Russia Photo

A history of museums in media technology
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Discussions with museum professionals often give the
impression that the sector believes it is “behind the
times” and perpetually needs to catch up with new media
technology.
Historically, however, museums can be shown to have
quickly welcomed new media forms — enthusiastically
adopting them to enhance the display or dissemination of
museum “content”.

Early technology adopters
The very first museums were also publishers — and book
production continues to this day. Early books represented
collections “databases” and served as gallery guides for what
were often very sparsely labelled exhibits (Waterfield 1995).

as well as adapting media technologies for their purposes, museums
have also been engaged in the development of distinct media forms
As early as 1908, we can see an example of recording
technology being put to use. The American Museum of
Natural History (AMNH) used gramophones to provide coinoperated commentary for their “blockbuster” tuberculosis
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Audio guides

museums embraced the web as an outreach medium from the
1990s... and now the mobile device is being discussed as an
“essential” platform by the sector

Widespread in museums are audio guides. These emerged
from a 1952 experiment by the Stedelijk Museum and
Electronics giant Philips in the Netherlands. Their technology
broadcast a recording to devices carried by visitors,
using what is essentially an induction loop as a means of
transmission (Tallon, 2009).

Occasionally the show would invite a knowledgeable
guest, such as the Hollywood actor (and renowned collector)
Vincent Price. In its early days, the show was aired at prime
time on CBS and even survived the great culling of shows
following the quiz fixing scandals of the mid to late fifties
(Archive.org).

short films were commissioned to illustrate particular themes;
by 1930 the Dramagraph (right) had been developed

Graphical user interfaces
Computers with graphical user interfaces were adopted in the
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Bringing objects to life through Radio 4
mid 1980s, (coinciding with the availability of the Apple Mac).
A review of the Smithsonian Institution’s Traveling Exhibition
Service exhibit Laser at 25 revealed that the computer
“attracted more visitors than any other single [feature]”
(Hilke, 1988).
Museums embraced the web as an outreach medium from
the 1990s, and now the most recent “converged” medium,
the mobile device is being discussed as an “essential”
platform by the sector (Atkinson, 2012).

Commercial production
The boundaries between museum production of media and
commercial production are often blurred. Museums partner
with trade publishers to broaden commercial potential or
reduce overheads.

More recently, the British Museum collaborated with BBC
Radio 4 to produce the 2010 radio series A History of the World
in 100 Objects (Cock et al, 2010).
The two organisations were acting in true collaboration,
rather than in the client/supplier relationship that is normally
found between “content holder” and “broadcaster”. Indeed
it can be difficult to see the boundaries between the two
organisations during the production process, with creative
contributions at all levels coming from both parties and
even staff moving jobs from museum to broadcaster and
vice versa.
Activity was not just confined to the radio, but also
engaged with audiences via the web, children’s television,
publications and exhibits around the country at smaller
museums. As such, it could be described as a “transmedia”
production — a strategy that the British Museum has
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Image: Rice, H. S., “Dramagraph for viewing motion pictures, featuring Pottery Making on the Rio Grand,
1930,” AMNH Digital Special Collections, accessed September 10, 2014, http://images.library.amnh.org/
digital/items/show/22490.

Trade publishers have access to lower printing costs, wider
distribution and larger sales teams than in-house museum
publishers. Established broadcasters have even greater access
to audiences, and joint ventures have arisen.
An early example of this was the television panel show
series “What in the World” which was broadcast in the USA
from 1951 to 1964 on CBS and public television. Hosted by
Froelich Rainey, director of the University of Pennsylvania
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, the format
gathered together three curators who would try to guess the
identity of a series of mystery objects.

museums have also been engaged in the development of
distinct media forms. For example, the first planetarium
was developed at the Deutches Museum, Munich in
1923 (Chartrand, 1973) in collaboration with local lens
manufacturer Carl Zeiss (which went on to be a global
imaging brand). The demand was for a display to support
public education in astronomy at the museum — the result
was a system that was “spun out” into a commercial product
and utilised all over the world (either in museums or as standalone visitor attractions).

This pioneering technique established that audiences
were ready for audio guides, although the system could well
have created some bottlenecks in the gallery space as every
listener would receive the same part of the narrative at the
same time.
Soon after, in 1954 the American Museum of Natural
History introduced the self-contained “Guide-a-Phone”
(AMNH, nd). From that point on, the audio guide increasingly
became an established part of the museum “offer”.
Audio guides were produced by commercial entities
that became lifelong suppliers to the sector. For example,
the origins of one of today’s key audio guide suppliers,
Acoustiguide, was with the 1957 production of a tour of Hyde
Park, the home of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, narrated by
his widow, Eleanor Roosevelt (Acoustiguide n.d.).
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Acoustiguide
Company profile.
(Retrieved from http://www.acoustiguide.com/company-profile,
August 2013)
American Museum of Natural History: Picturing the Museum
(Retrieved from http://images.library.amnh.org/photos/ptm/catalog/
desc/162411/2, October 29, 2012)
Archive.org, n.d. University of Pennsylvania Museum of
Archaeology and Anthropology Films
(Retrieved from http://archive.org/details/UPMAA_films, August 2013)
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continued with its Pompeii and Vikings exhibitions, where
audiences could connect with the narrative and themes via
live cinema events, dedicated apps, social media and “in
person” in the galleries (British Museum, 2013).

Innovation in museums
So why does the self-image of museums not match up to
their (often innovative) actions?
One reason could be a lack of awareness of what has
gone before — for “memory institutions”, museums can be
rather inadequate at self-documentation. Successes and
lessons-learnt aren’t necessarily recycled into contemporary
knowledge and skills.

Another is a lack of self-awareness, it’s easy to bemoan a
lack of skills or resources when it comes to multimedia in
the gallery, entirely overlooking (for example) an effective
outreach and engagement campaign via social media that’s
been run “ad hoc” by a staff member or volunteer.
But museums should take heart, as “content holders” and
“meaning makers” they have some significant advantages
over other great swathes of the private, public and third
sectors when it comes to engaging with media.
Peter Pavement can be contacted on
info@surfaceimpression.com
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Digitising museum experiences

Funding pressures, diversifying cultures and new
technologies will continue to place new demands on the
sector to embrace innovation and appeal to a wider audience.
Digital images of artworks, be it on a museum or gallery’s
website are now commonplace; but the role of technology
in museums and in enhancing the museum experience
continues to evolve as technology becomes more and more
integral to all aspects of our lives.

Digital assets
As technology continues to transform our culture and
how we receive it, the creation, management and use
of digital assets is becoming a core function for many
museums. Investment in digital content brings tremendous
opportunities for engagement and audience development, as
well as challenges in terms of preservation and planning.

digitalisation... is giving people greater control over the museum
experience and making the relationship more interactive and
more dynamic
As our lives become increasingly digitalised, our
experiences and the way we consume the world have
become more personalised and tailored to individual tastes;
museums are having to look for new, intuitive ways to engage
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with visitors as individuals
in order to maximise and
broaden their appeal.

use of technologies such as 3D
printing mean that it’s possible
to print parts of artefacts as
souvenirs for people to take
home, which is a great way of
providing new and interactive
experiences for the visitor
A number of factors are
driving this change within the
museum sector. The rapid rise
in new technologies, coupled
with decreased funding
sources and audiences who
are digital savvy, mean that
museums’ offerings are being
reviewed and transformed in
reaction to today’s consumers
— who demand content
and experiences pertinent to
them.

Image: © Zarg404 | Dreamstime.com - 3D Printer With Printing Head Photo

Michael Festenstein, projects
manager, Crown Fine Art,
explains how over the past two
decades changes in society,
culture and consumerism
have caused museums to
re-evaluate how they present
their collections and how they
deliver their experience to their
audiences

Towards a more interactive
experience
The move toward
digitalisation within the
museum sector has had
significant implications on
how collections are displayed
in order to engage audiences
and tell stories, giving people
greater control over the
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3D printing even offers the scope to replicate damaged items
With the prevalence of smartphones and contactless
technology, museums will need to create experiences that
extend into new physical and digital space. As our world
becomes more digitised, how will the physical space that
museums occupy and the experiences that people have
within them be affected?

Changing expectations
Social and cultural shifts continue to influence the types
of experiences that people expect, while limited funding
puts added pressure on museums to be profitable, more
innovative and inclusive to attract new audiences. As
people become accustomed to having unlimited access to
information, museums are having to find new ways to appeal
to different groups within society.

museums are having to look for new, intuitive ways to engage with
visitors as individuals in order to maximise and broaden their appeal

validity of the original
as copies and spin offs
are created.
The overall
museum experience
is increasingly one
of collaboration and
interaction to attract
more varied audiences
and engage with
them in a way which
is meaningful and
resonates with them.
As audiences
become accustomed to
receiving experiences
that appeal to their
senses, the role of
museums as curators of
experiences, educators
and platforms for
cultural exploration
outside the traditional
museum space will
continue to develop.

Image: © TfL, from London Transport Museum collection. Museum Interior - World Cities Walk. www.ltmuseum.co.uk

museum experience and making the relationship more
interactive and dynamic, rather than the traditional passive/
observational experience.

features

www.crownfineart.com
With limited funding, museums are thinking more about
what the visitor wants and how they want to see it in order to
encourage them through the door. Temporary or moveable
museums mean that exhibits can potentially reach a much
wider audience in a way that is more personal and appealing
to the recipient.

Changing role of curators
Use of technologies such as 3D printing mean that it’s
possible to print parts of artefacts as souvenirs for people
to take home, which is a great way of providing new and
interactive experiences for the visitor.
There’s even the scope to replicate damaged or lost items,
so in the future there may be less and less emphasis on the
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Crown Fine Art serves
museums, major art
galleries, corporate and
private clients; providing
packing, customised
crating, installation,
transportation,
customs service and
advice, temperature
controlled secure
storage, coordination
services and project
management
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Creative digital arts in public libraries
Dan Taylor, creative director at
Corporation Pop, introduces
the Poppy project: over the
years we’ve had the pleasure
of working with some great
brands, yet few have put us at
the heart of the community
quite like Poppy, which has also
led us on a journey of discovery
to marry the natural and digital
worlds
Introduction

to tweet to the world — expressing their need for sunlight,
water or tender loving care.
Participants also tweet stories to develop a growing journey
for the poppies and promote the project through online
activities. This includes blogging on the project website
mypoppy.co.uk, which we developed to aggregated all of the
digital content.
You can follow their musings here @tweetingpoppy, as
well as discover fascinating stories and facts, and explore the
fantastic content being created.
The project commenced in November 2013 and while
the project continues until 30 November 2014, the work

features

was celebrated at a vintage-style picnic with an afternoon
of performance, music, poetry and artwork that marked the
centenary eve of the start of the First World War.
The poppies at Ordsall Hall formed the setting for what
was a beautiful, poignant art installation and performance.
The occasion was attended by more than 600 people, which
meant there was a real community spirit to the event.

Bringing stories to life through technology
Our own journey with Poppy began right at the beginning
as we were involved in the creation and development of the
Poppy website, which aimed to provide an online portal for

encouraging communities to participate in artistic and cultural
activities in libraries to produce digital content

Poppy was developed to stimulate ambitious and innovative
partnerships between libraries, artists and arts organisations,
encouraging communities to participate in artistic and
cultural activities in libraries to produce digital content.
Conceived by Lets Go Global and funded by grants from the
Arts Libraries fund and Trafford Council, it is a collaboration
of efforts from Trafford Council, local library services, the
Imperial War Museum North and Ordsall Hall Salford.
It has successfully brought to life the modern-day ideas
and thoughts of local people about the First World War, with
hundreds of people taking part across the region.

Engaging communities with Poppy
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At the centre of the project, libraries have been acting as
digital art hubs, bringing together community groups and
artists to create artwork that spans film, poetry, art, spoken
word, tweets, stories and audio.
As an extension of the project, and while the number of
pieces of artwork continues to grow, real poppies are being
nurtured in the grounds of the historical Ordsall Hall
in Salford.
Connecting the real and digital worlds, community groups
have taken part in art techno workshops, where they have
built DIY devices that will enable the poppies at Ordsall Hall
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people to find out more information about the project and
share success.
Further down the line, one of the challenges of the project
was how each piece of artwork could be brought to life
for people to enjoy globally. This would have to be in an
inspirational and contemporary way that would enable
people to easily share their stories and engage a wider
audience.
Lets Go Global had a vision of an original art-piece app
that would be specially created to exhibit and share people’s
digital stories worldwide - whether it be an image, piece of
audio or video. It had to be sympathetic to the theme by
featuring poppies that could appear to flourish and grow as
they’re viewed.

Image: © Uschi Hering | Dreamstime Stock Photos

The initial stage of the project involved researching the
behaviour of plant growth and naturally occurring patterns,
which would become the bedrock of the visual element of
the Poppy app.
This insight led to the creation of a computed algorithm
to animate poppies on a screen while ensuring that the
movement would appear as organic and fluid as possible.
The outcome — which can be viewed at http://mypoppy.
co.uk/app/ - features red and white poppies floating
organically across the screen, each representing a piece
of artwork. The poppies appear to be in a natural state of
movement and growth - they don’t all move in the same way
or simply bounce off the edge of the screen. The Poppy app
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creative thinking continues to thrive in the library setting

is based on a JavaScript web application that uses HTML5
canvas element and sits on the project’s main website.

Sharing digital artwork
Ease of use was central to the development of the app.
It works across all digital devices without the need to
download, and each video, soundbite or visual is easily shared
through social media.
The more shares via Facebook or Twitter a project receives
directly affects how big the poppy will grow — much like
poppies moving in the wind, they appear to roam free,
growing over time and with interaction.
Everyone working on the project is really excited by the
resulting app as a way of gathering and sharing people’s
digital stories globally. It is a fantastic way to explore the
Poppy project, and a beautiful tribute to the First World War.
Creative thinking continues to thrive in the library setting,

a beautiful tribute to the First World War and a way of gathering and
sharing people’s digital stories globally
and innovative technology is helping deliver, engage and
share these experiences.
Lets Go Global Director Karen Shannon says: “Technology
allows you to reach people globally, connecting people and
people’s stories worldwide and we thought it would be an
incredibly powerful tool to harness at this moment in history.
We’re delighted to reach so many people from Greater
Manchester and beyond.”
http://mypoppy.co.uk/app/
www.mypoppy.co.uk
Twitter: @tweetingpoppy
www.corporationpop.co.uk
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Data boost for the UK’s next generation of musical talent
Kieran Saunders, FileMaker
product specialist, explains
how any academic institution
both generates and requires a
multitude of data in order for
it to continue to run at a high
standard efficiently.
Digitisation has certainly
provided a new range of highly
efficient options in managing
data, as well as introducing a
whole new set of data that is available to be collected,
analysed and put to some beneficial use
Setting a high standard
One example, The Academy of Contemporary Music (ACM),
is a higher education institution that has been educating
musicians, producers and business executives for careers in
the music industry since 1995.
It has nurtured notable alumni including Newton Faulkner,
Ted Dwane (Mumford & Sons), Joel Peat and Ryan Fletcher
(Lawson), Amelle Berrabah (Sugababes), Emma Stevens and
MTV’s Brand New 2013 Artist, Ebony Day.

Image: © Robert Florian | Dreamstime.com

amongst the students of today, there is an expectation that all the
information and materials they need will be accessible and usable at
any time on any device
At ACM, students are encouraged to work with each other
across multiple disciplines; whether they dream of being the
next big singer-songwriter, artist manager, session musician
or music producer, ACM helps students establish themselves
in the music industry.

The data-now era
The administration of any higher education institution is
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“The FileMaker platform underpins day-to-day operations at ACM,

significantly reducing the time it takes to perform repeated tasks
and allowing us to better serve our students,” Oliver Sussat, systems
developer, Academy of Contemporary Music
For ACM, students and potential students are its customers
and amongst the students of today, there is an expectation
that all the information and materials they need will
be accessible and usable at any time on any device; an
expectation that the university is working hard to meet but
which can be difficult to achieve without use of the right
technology to help manage it.

Data SMART
ACM first introduced FileMaker two years ago in its education
administration department to help handle the calculation of
academic awards. Its potential to enhance all areas of ACM’s
operations was very quickly recognised. Subsequently, a
programme rolling FileMaker systems out to other areas of
the institution was undertaken.
Today, use of the platform brings benefits to both the
academy itself as well as its customer base: the students and
its own staff.

From applications….
The system begins at first contact with a prospective student
when a record is created in the admissions team’s FileMaker
database. As the prospect moves through the application
process their progress is continuously tracked using
FileMaker. The system links with UCAS (the UK’s University
and Colleges Admission Service) and speaks directly to their
database, meaning that updates to applications are made
automatically for ACM.
Integrating FileMaker with DocuSign has allowed ACM to
make their application and onboarding system completely
paperless. Offer letters are generated by FileMaker and
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delivered to the prospective student by DocuSign. Students
can simply click their acceptance and FileMaker records it.
Eliminating paper contracts has reduced sign up times from
weeks to hours.

To resource management….
Once term begins, ACM’s SMART system takes over. Again
based on FileMaker, SMART represents a resource for every
element of a student’s time at ACM. This goes from tracking
attendance and assessment results, to providing a single
access point for course materials and assignments.
Digitised attendance records have also allowed ACM to
create a much more effective mentoring programme, with
automated alerts warning the mentoring teams when a
student’s attendance or results begin to drop. Since tuition
fees were introduced in the UK students have become more
demanding in the quality of service they expect from their
education and experience. In this way, FileMaker is allowing
ACM to deliver the best possible education to its students.

Instant access & automation
For the student, all of this is accessible through ACM’s
Wordpress-based student portal, available through their

own computers and mobile devices, and at terminals around
campus. The system also includes email and text alerts to
keep students updated on events and deadlines.
Even for teaching staff, SMART automates previously
time consuming tasks, allowing them to concentrate on the
students themselves. Every member of the teaching faculty
has been issued with an iPad that runs FileMaker Go. They
use the app to register attendance, log tutorials and provide
feedback to students about their assessments.
Through FileMaker, course scheduling is automated,
meaning rooms are automatically booked and clashes
resolved. Based on teaching schedules, 3M, another FileMaker
database at ACM, automatically generates tutor payroll for
the finance department, meaning that tutors can be paid for
their work more quickly than ever before.

Further expansion
The use of FileMaker to improve services and operations
has been such a success, ACM has welcomed two further
FileMaker developers onto its team of staff. ACM is now
examining how it can user FileMaker in other areas of its
operations, including its alumni network. It is also beginning
to roll its systems to partners around the world, including
other institutions in the UK, the United States and South
Africa.
The Academy of Contemporary Music has formed a new
partnership with Metropolis Studios in London, which has
seen many high profile artists through its doors. This enables
the Academy to offer an end-to-end service.
Not only can they train students wanting to enter into a
musical career but they can also work with them providing
the same services as they come back into Metropolis as a
professional recording artist. Similar services in terms of
resources are offered using FileMaker’s platform in the same
way they do throughout ACM.
Watch a video to find out more:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDiKsS1A1FQ&list=PLtHk25
w7ykzTYbPQ2t2uiD5JBzmDtLqp0&index=1
Academy of Contemporary Music www.acm.ac.uk/
FileMaker www.filemaker.co.uk
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complex. ACM has a high number of stakeholder groups,
from the students themselves through to administrative and
educational staff, all with different requirements.
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‘Creating real impact’: the focus of this year’s Internet Librarian
International Conference
The theme for this year’s
Internet Librarian International
conference is ‘Creating Real
Impact’, explains event director
Katherine Allen. The conference
will take place at Olympia in
London on 21 and 22 October
2013, with workshops preceding
the event on 20 October.

in practically every aspect of technology and new media
for museums. Michael also serves on the Open Knowledge
Foundation’s OpenGLAM advisory board and was a member

of the National Endowment for the Arts “Art Works” task
force, which mapped the relationship between the arts and
the quality of life in American communities.
In his keynote ‘The Dark Matter of the Internet’, Michael
will argue that for today’s organisations, success comes
down to how well we harness the dark matter of the internet

conference themes include an exploration of radical new roles for librarians, including the UX librarian, and the librarian as DJ

MMIT members can claim a 25% discount
Introduction

Image: ID 25416050 © Francesco83 | Dreamstime.com

‘Creating real impact’ will be the focus of this year’s Internet
Librarian International, the technology and innovation
conference for information professionals. This year’s
keynote speakers will be Smithsonian thought leader and
digital strategist Michael Edson, and Rachel Neaman, newly
appointed CEO of Go ON UK, the digital inclusion charity
founded by Martha Lane Fox.
Internet Librarian International will take place at Olympia,
London on 21-22 October and MMIT members benefit from a
25% discount on the full conference fee.

Digital transformation in the cultural sector
“This year, Internet Librarian International is highlighting
how creation information professionals and transformative
new services are making a positive difference to people and
organisations in many different sectors,” said programme
director Val Skelton.
Setting the scene for this year’s theme, opening keynote
speaker Michael Edson is at the forefront of digital
transformation in the cultural sector. He has worked on
numerous award-winning projects and has been involved
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Image: Rachel Neaman, newly appointed CEO of Go ON UK

conference.
“I think it is going to be extra fun to listen to Jan Holmquist’s
session on gamifying the library experience,” commented
Thomas Brevik. “And of course I´ll pay attention to the
sessions on library labs, and ‘Hack your library!’ where digital
tools are used to reach further with library services.
“I think we’re seeing real change in how librarians
view themselves and where their expertise impacts their
institutions,” said Marydee Ojala. “Georgina Cronin’s views
on getting involved with user experience design, Karin
Bystrom’s on building new relationships with publishers,
Laura Connaughton on gathering meaningful statistics, and
Lalita Kaplish’s on creating innovative content are the areas I
find particularly exciting.”
“As a Digital Literacy fanatic, I’m really looking forward
to the ‘Transformational teaching’ session, for ideas and
perspectives to take back to my own workplace,” said Donna
Saxby.
“It’s a friendly and relaxed conference, with plenty of
opportunity to spend time getting to know people”, added
Phil Bradley. “But that does not mean that there are not lots
of useful panels and talks to attend. ILI has always been very
strong on speakers and content, and this year is no different.
In fact what I’m not looking forward to is deciding which
session to attend when there’s a clash!”

in her keynote speaker Rachel Neaman of Go ON UK will explore
‘Digital Inclusion - the Big Mission’
and the collaborative, social, peer-to-peer and read/write
opportunities it presents.

Promote and share digital skills
“We’re delighted that Rachel Neaman has agreed to give
Internet Librarian International’s Day 2 Keynote, as this will be
one of her first public-speaking events in her brand new role
as CEO of Go ON UK,” said Val Skelton. “We’re looking forward
to hearing her perspective on how libraries and information
services can promote and share digital skills.”
Rachel joins Go ON UK from the Department for Health,
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where she was responsible for developing digital strategy,
policy and guidance on transforming public services, and
assisted digital and digital inclusion. Her keynote ‘Digital
Inclusion – the Big Mission’ will explore how digital skills are
empowering people, businesses and countries and describes
a roadmap to digital inclusion and prosperity.

The conference steering committee
The conference programme is shaped by a steering
committee of information professionals from around the
world, led by four co-chairs:
•
Information specialist and consultant Phil Bradley;
•
Thomas Brevik, from Lindås Public Library in Norway
•
Marydee Ojala, the editor of Online Searcher magazine
•
Donna Saxby from Kingham Hill School.
Each co-chair is looking forward to specific highlights at

Key themes
Under this year’s conference theme ‘Positive Change:
Creating Real Impact’ the conference features 70 speakers
and 55 conference presentations, including more than 40
case studies. Conference tracks include:
•
New Blueprints for Libraries, including a look at trends
in library services, and an exploration of radical new roles
for librarians, including the UX librarian, and the librarian
as DJ
•
Technology Innovation and Impact, including 3D
printers, augmented reality, library labs, and gamification
•
Content Innovation, with sessions looking at the future
of documents, the library as content hub, and new
acquisition models
•
The Marketing and Impact track includes a look at
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•

•

The innovation and technology conference for
information professionals

metrics and altmetrics, and generating meaningful social
media
The Search and Discovery track includes Phil Bradley’s
famous roundup of the best new search apps and tools,
and explores user perspectives on Discovery tools
The Closer to Communities and Customers track looks
at co-creation, cooperation and communities, and ways
to reach new audiences
The conference also features the new X Track, an
informal, participatory space for delegates to explore,
collaborate and share where delegates will be able
to see new technology in action, chat informally with
speakers and experts, experience and participate in an
unconference session, and experiment with co-creating
an app
Plus social events, awards, and a delegate visit to the
British Library.

21 & 22 October 2014, Workshops on 20 October 2014
Olympia Conference Centre, London
New for 2014:
•
Conference theme - Positive Change: Creating Real
Impact
•
Brand new X Track - explore, collaborate, share, chat and
think in this informal participatory space
•
The ‘ILI app’ - a co-created conference experience
•
70 world-class speakers
•
55 conference presentations - including more than 40
case studies
•
Visit the British Library with fellow delegates
•
Inspirational keynotes, workshops, networking with
information professionals from over 30 countries, social
events, Sponsor Showcase, plus host of CILIP and UKeiG
professional awards

Internet Librarian International also features a Sponsor
Showcase, which provides a central networking hub for
information demos and conversations with the event’s many
sponsors and supporters.

Topics include:
•
How library and information services are evolving
•
The changes info pros can make to ensure their
organisations and communities thrive
•
New technologies and business models for today and
tomorrow
•
Emerging models and roles that are meeting the
changing demands of end-users, including UX
librarianship, altmetrics and more
•
How libraries and librarians are transforming to ensure
they are future-ready

Further information, full conference programme, and details of
MmIT discounts available from www.internet-librarian.com

Michael Edson’s keynote will explore ‘The Dark Matter of the Internet’
and how we need to harness the collaborative, social, peer-to-peer
and read/write opportunities it presents
Multimedia Information & Technology Volume 40 Number 3
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MMIT members are entitled to claim a 25% discount
on fees for the main conference (follow the links when
registering). Discounts are also available for multiple
delegates from the same organisation.
View the full programme, claim your MMIT discount, and
register at www.internet-librarian.com
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A big shakeup in the eReader market is taking place right
now. Competition is fierce. Even the giant Sony had to
withdraw from this market. They have retired their Librie
devices in the US, Europe, Australia and Japan. It simply turns
out that the product line was no longer economically viable
for them.
The eBooks industry is huge, however, being valued at
about £10 billion according to PwC and expected to reach
£15 billion by 2017. The state of the market is that Amazon
dominates with a 79 percent per cent share of the eBook
market in the UK with the Apple ibookstore in a poor second
with 9 percent. Most eBooks are now read via apps on
smartphones and tablets but there does still remain that
hardcore group of which swear by their e-ink eReaders. They
usually claim that these screens are easier to read in sunlight
and are less likely to cause eyestrain than the LCD displays
commonly used in tablets.
Kobo, just like Amazon, have moved from eReaders into
full-blown tablets with the launch of the Arc, a 7-inch Android
tablet. Kobo, offered through WHSmith, according to OFCOM
has 5 percent eBook market share. The Arc 7-inch tablet was
specifically aimed at bookworms and had a specification quite
similar to the Amazon Kindle Fire. However, Kobo lacked the
ecosystem of books and multimedia content to make it a true
competitor to the Kindle.
Now, however, Kobo have released the 10-inch Kobo Arc
HD. It comes with a Tegra 4 1.8GHz quad core processor,
2560x1600 high-definition display, 16GB, dual band Wi Fi,
miracast, and Bluetooth 4.0.
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Kobo Arc 10 HD Tablet

Figure 1: Kobo Arc 10-inch HD Google-certified multimedia tablet
The device offers access to nearly 4 million eBooks, as well
as apps and games through Google Play. The screen is as
good as you will find on a tablet.
Kobo do try to prioritise the reading aspect of eBooks.
Recently opened books, magazines and articles are all
highlighted on the Reading Life dashboard, and Kobo also
makes recommendations based on what you are currently
reading. You can quite easily see your entire library of books,
magazines and articles, which are organised automatically
into collections. You can also create custom collections that

include websites, videos and music and well as books and
magazines.
A unique aspect is that they separate the Reading Life
interface from the Android interface. Essentially this ensures
it looks like a standard Android tablet but with the added
value of access to Kobo’s eBook library and Reading Mode,
that allows you to block out notifications and adjust screen
brightness for optimal reading conditions. So if reading
eBooks plays a significant role in your life and you don’t mind
using a tablet to do so, then this might be the ideal tablet for
you. It retails at £299.
www.kobo.com/koboarc10hd#overview
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Bose QuietComfort 15 Acoustic Noise Cancelling headphones

Image shows QC25 headphones and carrying case
I will make a confession. I always buy the cheapest or second
cheapest product in the shop — no matter what it is. I just
don’t like to spend.

So why am I now never going to buy a cheap set of
headphones again? Well, because I have seen the light. I
have finally seen why people spend ‘mad’ money on good
headphones. They simply make your life better.
These Bose QC 15 noise cancelling headphones are
available for about £259 as I type. You will not spend a better
£259. Many online reviews agree.
These QuietComfort 15 headphones possess excellent
noise reduction. You simply hear so little background noise
and more of your music when using them. I have started
using them in my car and you would not believe the amount
of times I go to start my car when it is already running. Once
I take them off, the sounds of the road, engine, interior etc
seem so loud.
I have actually had ‘good’ decent £150 noise cancellation
headphones for some years but these just seem to perform
so much better. I honestly bought these and this is not a
‘product review’. I cannot praise proper noise cancellation
headphones highly enough. I actually wish I could get noise

cancellation implants!
The interchangeable audio cables fit the standard 3.5 mm
jacks found on virtually every smartphone, tablet or laptop.
They come with an additional cable customised for selected
Apple devices. A three-button remote and inline microphone
let you take calls on your iPhone and manage music on other
Apple devices.
You can control volume, track selection and voice
applications, plus easily switch between calls and music. I
also love the way the fold-flat ear cups rotate 90 degrees for
easy storage and portability in the included case. They also
come with an airline adapter plug which lets you connect to
in-flight entertainment systems equipped with dual output
connectors. I wish I had a happy ending but my 13 year
audiophile son will not give them back to me. I am not joking.
Editor’s Note: in September 2014 Bose will introduce the
QuietComfort 25 Acoustic Noise Cancelling headphones, the
next-generation of its QuietComfort headphones.
www.bose.com

The BioLite CampStove... no more low battery while camping
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It looks cool for camping holidays and
festivals. You can cook your food and charge
your devices safe in the knowledge that your
environmental impact is kept to an absolute
minimum.

Image: Courtesy of BioLite

The BioLite CampStove uses wood and other biomass fuels,
so there is no need to lug heavy gas canisters around with
you. It also looks pretty damn cool. This would make me
want to actually camp. As the combustion process produces
energy, some of this heat is converted into electricity so you
can charge small devices like phones and digital cameras.
If this was not enough, the generating unit also features a
fan and its own battery supply. The purpose of the internal
battery is to power the fan whilst the fire is getting going. As
the fire builds, so does the heat, to a point where the stove
re-charges its own battery and moves the fan onto a higheroutput setting. The fan improves its efficiency, making it burn
hotter and cleaner.

The BioLite costs approx £135 and can be
found on sites such as www.iwantoneofthose.
com
Find out more at: http://biolitestove.com/
products/campstove/
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UP! Plus 2 — a 3D Printer

thickness of 0.15 / 0.20 / 0.30 / 0.35 / 0.40 mm.
It is also worth pointing out that they also sell a cheaper
Velleman K8200 3D Printer for £699. This is a build it yourself
3D printer kit that allows you turn your ideas and designs
into real stuff you can hold, like toys, product prototypes, and
replacement parts.
The printer works by layering plastic to form a solid
object. It works with PLA & ABS filament, has a print size of
20x20x20cm and has a printing resolution (layers): 0.20 0.25mm There are full step-by-step instructions available
online to take you through the build process which will take
several hours depending on your level of competency. All
the tools required to complete the build are available from
Maplin if you do not have them already.

Worldwide shipments of 3D printers are expected to grow
75 percent in 2014 followed by a near doubling of unit
shipments in 2015.
The consumer market hype has made organisations aware
of the fact 3D printing is a real, viable and cost-effective
means to reduce costs through improved designs and
streamlined prototyping. We can expect to see more serious
uses of 3D printing in many areas.
Here is a popular consumer model which currently retails at
£1250 and is on sale in Maplin stores in the UK (and online).
The UP! Plus 2 is a small format 3D printer that works
straight out of the box and has automatic calibration. The Up!
Plus 2 is based on its award-winning predecessor, but with a
host of refinements and improvements.
In a review in Stuff magazine with the Makerbot Replicator
2 and the 3D Systems Cube, the Up! Plus 2 came out on top.
It is portable, robust and has a small footprint. It is the only
printer in its class to have automatic levelling and nozzle
height setting. The machine size is (W) 245 x (D) 260 x (H)
350 mm. It weighs 5 kg and has a build volume/size: (W) 140
x (D) 140 x (H) 135 mm. The material used is ABS. It has a layer

Available from outlets including:
https://isupply3d.com/UP-Printer-Section/UP-Printers/upprinter-plus-2-3D
http://www.maplin.co.uk/p/up-plus-2-3d-printer-a25lt
Watch the video on YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=_UIsMbmgGZM

Good value tablets: HaierPad W81 & HaierPad 781
Haier will launch a new range of five Android tablets and one
Windows tablet at IFA 2014, a leading consumer electronics
show. These are ultra-slim tablets boasting a variety of
impressive features, including multi-core processors up to
octa-core, QXGA (Quad Extended Graphics Array) resolution,
dual-band Wi-Fi, powerful batteries (up to 7800mAh), and
high-resolution cameras.

HaierPad W81: Windows 8 tablet mini, slim (8.5mm) and
lightweight
IFA 2014 sees the arrival of the new W81, similarly equipped
with an INTEL quad-core processor and Windows 8.1 OS.
Its 8’’ IPS HD screen guarantees clear and detailed images
while its white TP and silver metal shell gives the W81 a sleek,
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modern look. The Windows tablet comes pre-installed with
Microsoft Office 365, ideal for use as a mini laptop. Very
good value.

HaierPad 781/HaierPad G781 in WiFi/3G & WiFi
With a depth of just 7mm, the 781 series is the thinnest
HaierPad. The HaierPad 781 has been acclaimed as the
slimmest tablet in the world and now a 3G model has
been added: HaierPad G781. Much like the WiFi model, the
HaierPad G781 is powered by a quad-core processor which
ensures the smooth running of the Android 4.2 operating
system. A 7.85’’ OGS IPS panel brings better contrasts, natural
colours and a wider viewing angle. The HSPA+ device is
perfect for watching videos smoothly even without a

WiFi connection.
The HaierPad 781 is available in
Europe with an average retail
price of £99 and the HaierPad
G781 will be available in Europe
in October 2014 with an average
retail price of £140.
IFA 2014. September 5-10th, Berlin: http://b2b.ifa-berlin.com/

Kevin Curran is
Senior Lecturer in Computer Science,
University of Ulster
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Image: for illustrative purposes only. © Haiyin | Dreamstime.com - 3D Printer And Printed
Robot Model Photo

technology roundup

coming soon...

coming soon...

Your articles, photographs, reviews, thoughts and suggestions for the journal are always welcome,
just contact Catherine Dhanjal on catherine.dhanjal@theansweruk.com or call +44 (0)800 998 7990.

November 2014
Features, including:
Review of MMIT Group’s Annual Conference: “Sound &
Vision Librarianship: Going Beyond Words & Pictures”
Guerilla Librarian project
Digital legacy programme
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